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order measures

ey contents of the chapter

  order measures can provide reathin  space to infant reen industries  promote 

industries ith positive spi overs  eve  the p ayin  fie d ref ectin  the ne ative 

e terna ities of competitors  and therefore reduce the environmenta  footprint of 

domestic industries hi e providin  economic enefits

  ain varieties of this po icy too  inc ude tariff increases  coordinated tariff reduction (e

for environmenta  oods)  car on e ua isation measures  trade remedies (countervai in

and antidumpin  duties)  and e port restrictions

  a or i ustrations to e considered in desi nin  order measures inc ude the APE  

e perience ith environmenta  oods i era isation  different forms of car on 

e ua i ation measures  and the trade remedies introduced y the U  the EU and hina 

in connection ith rene a e ener y e uipment

  A summary ta e p acin  the too s revie ed in this chapter ithin the overa  

methodo o y presented in hapter  is provided at the end of the chapter
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ithin  the  tool-box  of  trade-related  measures  that  could  promote  green

industry development, border measures such as tariffs are a key instrument.

Tariffs are measures applied at the border to products imported from other

countries. They usually take the form of  a custom duty charged  ad alore

(e.g.  10  per  cent  of  the  value  of  imported  goods)  but  they may also  be

calculated on a different basis  (e.g. per imported item or set  of  imported

items). Tariffs are not the only measures that can be applied at the border on

imported products. A variety of  other measures, including duties, fees and

taxes can be applied. One measure that has received much attention in the

context  of  climate  change  is  the  adoption  of  carbon  ad ustment  (or

equalisation) measures at the border. Moreover, border measures can also be

imposed on exported goods in the form of  a variety of  export restrictions,

such as export duties. The interest of  border measures for green industrial

policy is two-fold. 

irstly, these measures can serve to      

          (e.g.

renewable energy equipment,  more  efficient  products, organic agricultural

products, etc.).  One channel is the      

 that  are  not  yet  capable  of  facing  competition  from  foreign

producers. Increasing the tariffs applied on certain competing products will

raise  their  price  in  the  domestic  market  and  thereby  make  them  less

competitive as compared to products not sub ect to the tariff. This is a form

of protectionism that is controversial because it rewards less efficient and less

competitive producers and may lead both to rent-seeking behaviour and to

trade retaliation by other States. Moreover, as other support  schemes (see

hapter ), protective tariff increases are difficult to phase out, as companies

may take them as part of  the playing field instead of  becoming genuinely

competitive as compared to foreign companies. A non-protectionist variant

of this approach is to increase tariffs on certain goods because of their higher

environmental footprint as compared to other similar but less harmful goods

or, conversely, to decrease the tariff  level on the latter to make them more

competitive. In this case, the distinction is not between domestic and foreign

products  but  between  environmentally-friendly  and  less  environmentally-

friendly  ones.  A        

        

    can promote green industries

across countries as compared to brown economy industries. It is, in fact, a

multilateral  or  coordinated  green  industrial  policy  rather  than  a  merely

unilateral  one.  Another  way  in  which  border  measures  can  boost  the
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competitiveness of  green industries is  by     

 arising from lower environmental requirements abroad.  A carbon

equalization measure applied

on imported products would

thus reflect the lower costs of

those products resulting from

less  demanding  mitigation

requirements  in  the  country

of origin. It is a cost-internal-

isation  measure  that  levels

the  playing  field  between

dirtier  products  and  cleaner

(domestic  or  foreign)  ones

and may also serve to prevent

carbon leakage (relocation of

polluting  industries  to  per-

missive  urisdictions  or

pollution havens ). Similarly,

certain  trade  remedies  (e.g.

countervailing  duties,  anti-

dumping measures, and safe-

guards) can be used to reflect competitive distortions and level the playing

field.  et  another  way in which border measures  and,  specifically, export

restrictions may benefit the environment and domestic industry is by 

            so as

to reduce the environmental footprint of their production and to make them

more cheaply available to domestic producers who use these inputs. In all

these cases, the boost  of  competitiveness en oyed by certain producers or

sectors is intended to promote their development and thereby to move from a

brown to an inclusive green economy, domestically and internationally. Their

specific  impact  and  their  consistency  with  international  agreements  will

depend  on  the  design  of  the  measure.  ox  1  summarises  the  channels

through  which  tariffs  and  other  border  measures  can  increase  the

competitiveness of green industries.

A coordinated increase 

in t e tari s on more

environmenta y harmfu

products or a 

coordinated decrease 

in the tariffs on more 

environmenta y friend y

products can ro ote

reen industries across

countries
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o   oostin  reen industries throu h order measures

■ Protection of domestic nascent reen industries y increasin  the tariffs on 
competin  forei n products (controversia  ut in rained in the O system)

■ Promotion of reen industries y ref ectin  their positive e terna ities 
throu h tariff reductions (coordinated reen industria  po icy)

■ Promotion of reen industries y ref ectin  the ne ative e terna ities of 
dirtier competin  products throu h order measures (e  tariff increase  
car on e ua i ation measures and trade remedies  countervai in  duties  
anti dumpin  safe uards)

■ eduction of the environmenta  footprint of certain industries (e  ra  
materia s or e tractives) throu h an increase in the costs of e portin  their 
products (throu h e port restrictions) hich a so ma es the use of these 
inputs cheaper for domestic producers as compared to forei n producers

Secondly,       for countries to

resort to tariff  ad ustments and border measures, if  these are appropriately

designed. The consistency of  a measure with international trade rules can

only be assessed on a case-by-case basis but, as discussed in section 2 of this

chapter,  policy  action  in  this  context  can  be  designed  in  a  way  that  is

consistent with the orld Trade Organization ( ) agreements as well as

with other trade agreements. As with other green industrial policy tools, their

combined economic, environmental and social effects have to be evaluated

on a case-by-case basis by policy makers. 

In the next sections, we discuss the spectrum of border measures that can be

used for green industrial policy as well as their legal implications (section 2)

and then provide some representative illustrations of  the main varieties of

this tool (section ). Section  summarises the chapter and places this tool

within the methodology presented in hapter 1.
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  T  ool- ox

  ectru  o  easures used in ractice

The main varieties of border measures that can be part of a green industrial

policy strategy include unilateral tariff increases to protect one industry (2.2),

coordinated  tariff  reductions  to  promote  green  industries  across  many

countries (2. ), carbon equalization measures (2. ), countervailing and anti-

dumping duties to level the playing field (2. ), and export duties to reduce

the  environmental  footprint  of  certain  industries  (2. ).  Although  several

options can be used for one specific purpose (e.g. levelling the playing field)

and  often  the  terminology  referring  to  these  instruments  varies,  the

distinction used in this chapter reflects both policy practice and international

trade rules. In what follows, these options are discussed with reference to

their         

. Specific and representative examples are provided in section .

The ob ective of the presentation is to show the menu of options that can be

used  as  part  of  a  green  industrial  policy  strategy  and  to  explain  their

implications in practical terms. As noted in hapter 1, the discussion is not

intended  as  a  policy-prescriptive  exercise  but  only  as  a  policy-relevant

analysis of the main varieties of relevant border measures.

  Tari  sc edules and t eir ad ust ent

States normally require the payment of a custom duty for the importation of

a good. Such duties are financial charges calculated for certain categories of

products as a percentage of  their monetary value (ad alore ) or on some

other basis (per item, number of  items, weight, volume, etc.). or members

of the TO, these appear in the member s tariffs list. ategories of products

are defined by the armonized ommodity Description and oding System

( ) and the commitments of  TO members regarding tariffs  are  set  in

each  member s  Schedule  of  oncessions.  Schedules  typically  define

maximum levels  of  tariffs,  known as  bound tariffs  (e.g.  10  per  cent  ad

alore ) for a certain category of goods and, often, the actual tariff  level is

set below that maximum (e.g.  per cent ad alore ) thus leaving some space

for the ad ustment of  the tariff. ithin this maximum, a member can thus

increase the tariff  applicable to certain categories of goods to provide some

protection to  domestic  producers  of  similar  goods.  Such an increase  will

apply in principle to the goods of all trading partners (most-favoured-nation

clause)  although  preferential  treatment  may  be  granted  to  developing

countries  and  no  tariff  will  apply  to  trading  partners  within  a  regional

integration block.
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Such an approach, which would be consistent with international trade rules

under certain conditions (Article II of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade of 1  or ), could boost infant green industries and retain obs

in such industries. A tariff  could be introduced to protect  a sector where

domestic  small  and  medium  enterprises  may  have  a  latent  comparative

advantage.  Such  sector  would  be  identified  during  phase   of  the

methodology introduced in hapter 1 (prioritisation of  intervention areas

and  goal-setting).  Tariff  protection  could,  for  example,  be  offered  for  a

limited period of time and progressively phased out as the domestic industry

becomes  more  competitive  (or  if  the  presumed  latent  advantage  fails  to

materialise). ut the net effects are difficult to assess and, depending on the

industry and the timeframe, the implications of  protecting less efficient and

competitive  producers  may  entail  a  greater  environmental  footprint.  To

illustrate this point, ox 2 discusses the example of tariffs on the fuel ethanol

and highlights the extent to which the effects of  such a measure are fact-

dependent. Moreover, there may be trade-offs between domestic industries

as, for example, certain domestic industries may prefer to acquire foreign (but

cheaper  and  better)  goods  rather  than  domestic  (more  expense  and  less

efficient) ones. urthermore, the social ( inclusiveness ) and environmental

( green ) implications of such policies may not necessarily be aligned, as the

efforts  of  trade  unions  to  obtain  greater  protection  for  workers  in  less

competitive  industries  may come  at  the  price  of  a  higher  environmental

footprint  from  more  harmful less  efficient  production  processes  or,

conversely, the lack of  protection from foreign green goods may lead to ob

losses and inequality ( hapter 7 discusses policies to address this issue). In

addition,  although  lawful  under  certain  conditions,  a  protective  tariff

increase  may  lead  other  countries  to  apply  similar  measures.  arious

countries  might  therefore  choose  to  increase  their  tariffs  to  protect  their

young  green industries or even their brown economy. Policy makers should

keep in mind that the integration of green industries into global value chains

means that the same product often passes many borders, sometimes multiple

times. Thus, the effects of even moderate tariff  increases may be multiplied.

A moderate increase in tariff  levels by one country, which is followed by

others, could therefore lead to  significant  cost  and price increases  for the

relevant goods. 
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o  2  ue  Ethano  ariff

Ethano  tariffs  are  a  type  of  order  measure  used  y  overnments  to  encoura e
domestic ethano  production  o ever  e istin  research has found that removin  the
ethano  tariff increases socia  surp us and decreases reenhouse as (G G) emissions

his  is  due to the rep acement of  corn ethano  ith o er G G intensive su arcane
ethano  In a 2  study  ra o  adhu sho ed that  here the domestic industry a so
produces ce u osic ethano  the effect of removin  the tariff is am i uous  dependin  on

hich iofue  mar et the tariff is protectin  hich a ain depends on the re ative cost
and supp y e asticity of the different types of ethano  If the tariff protects corn ethano
its remova  increases e fare and reduces G G emissions  a findin  in ine ith e istin
research  o ever  if the tariff protects the ce u ose ethano  mar et  hich is the case if
the price for ce u osic ethano  is o  enou h to e competitive  removin  the tariff may
increase emissions  Po icy ma ers shou d therefore revie  hat type of domestic iofue
the ethano  tariff protects and eva uate ho  this affects different po icy o ectives to e
achieved throu h ioener y dep oyment  

ource  ra o  hanna (2 )

In practice, the protection of  national green industries has been a factor in

the efforts of some States to oppose the adoption of an environmental goods

agreement that would reduce or eliminate tariffs on a range of green goods,

as discussed next and in section .1.

  oordinated tari s reduction

If            

which  seek  to  promote  the  transition  to  greener  production  capacity  by

acting together, then a potentially useful step may be to decrease (rather than

to  increase)  the  tariffs  imposed  on  green  products.  Such  a  coordinated

approach,  which has  been used  regionally  (by  the  members  of  the  Asia-

Pacific  Economic  ooperation  forum  or  APE )  and  is  currently  being

negotiated at a global level, boosts the competitiveness of green industries in

several States as a whole as compared to brown economy industries. It can

furthermore boost a country s industrial competitiveness by reducing the cost

of inputs for production processes of green goods that form part of regional

value chains.

This tool has essentially   (a) the identification of the list of

goods (and potentially services) that will benefit from the preferential regime

(the list retained in the APE  context contains  S sub-headings)  (b) the

tariff  structure  (itself  consisting  of  the  specific  categories  of  goods,  the

applicable  tariff  commitments,  and  the  rules  defining  the  origin  of  the

products  that  en oy  beneficial  treatment),  and  (c)  the  implementation

approach  (which  involves  matters  of  legal  form,  e.g.  a  multilateral,

plurilateral,  regional  or  bilateral  agreement  or  some  other  form  of

coordination, and timing, e.g. progressive introduction of the scheme to give

domestic  industries  some  time  for  ad ustment).  It  requires  a  careful
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assessment  of  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  the  industries  in  each

participating State because, depending on how competitive different green

industries may be in a country, reducing tariffs on green goods may have

adverse impacts on less competitive industries, especially in the short-term. 

The socio-economic implications of  a coordinated tariff  reduction must be

carefully assessed and managed. There are a range of tools that can be used

to assess, in an integrated manner, the impact of such a policy. In hapter 1,

we reviewed  several  tools  focusing  on  the  environmental  implications  of

policies. hapter 7 further discusses the tools to assess (through models) and

manage (through structural ad ustment policies) the impact that opening to

trade may have on employment in less competitive industries. The practical

opportunities and challenges that may arise from the implementation of this

policy can be illustrated by the APE  experience. Given their complexity, a

full case study is devoted to it later in this chapter (see section .1 below).

  ar on e uali ation easures

A State may adopt a measure to       between

domestic producers that are sub ect to certain charges and foreign producers

that are not. Such measures can apply both to imports (thus sub ecting the

foreign products to similar or the same charges) and to exports (thus relieving

domestic products exported to other countries of taxes paid domestically in

the country of  origin). The key principle is that of  destination  the tax base

applied to the commercialization of a good should be that of the country of

consumption.  Originally  used  to  compensate  for  differences  in  taxation

across countries, such border ad ustment measures are particularly relevant

for  climate  change  policy  because  they  can  be  used  to  reflect  the  lower

production costs of carbon intensive goods in countries with less demanding

laws. Thus, a border ad ustment measure would re-establish a level playing

field  by  imposing  on  imports  the  same  burden  that  applies  to  domestic

products. It would also prevent carbon leakage by discouraging relocation of

carbon-intensive  industries  to  countries  with  less  demanding  laws.  Such

industries  would  face  carbon  equalization  when  exporting  back  to  the

markets of the countries from which they delocalised.

A State considering the introduction of a carbon equalization measure must

assess a number of  highly technical  legal  issues to ensure its  

   . As a general matter, such measures will be

consistent with TO rules (Articles II 2(a) and III 2 of the GATT) if

■ They  do  not  amount  to  discriminatory  treatment  between  domestic  and

foreign like  products  (i.e.  the  measure  must  not  go beyond equalizing  or

offsetting the advantage en oyed by the foreign product)
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■ They seek to equalize the burden arising for domestic products from certain

specific  climate  policies  (particularly  financial  charges  on  products,  e.g.

indirect taxes on a ton of  cement or a litre gallon of  fuel). ustifying other

types of policies (e.g. direct taxes on producers, regulation, or inclusion in a

cap-and-trade system) is more difficult under the terms of the GATT  

■ They  are  applied  either  at  the  border  (as  duties  on  imports)  or  at  the

commercialization level (internal taxes applied both to domestic and foreign

products)  and 

■ In cases where the measure would be in breach of  basic trade disciplines, it

could be designed to be ustified under some of the general exception clauses

(Article  of the GATT). 

The legality of  carbon equalization measures is further discussed in section

.2 below. A State considering the adoption of  such a measure to level the

playing  field  between  its  domestic  industry  and  foreign  carbon-intensive

products produced under lower environmental standards must keep in mind

that the specific design of the measure is particularly important.

  Trade re edies counter ailin  and antidu in  
duties

Another  tool  to      is  the  use  of  so-called  trade

remedies , particularly the adoption of countervailing duties or antidumping

duties. These measures consist, essentially, of  increasing the price of  goods

imported from abroad by imposing duties on them. The purpose of  such

duties is to eliminate the unfair advantage arising from a subsidy given by a

State to its exporters or to neutralise the attempts of foreign producers to sell

very cheaply (at a price lower than in their home market) abroad to capture

foreign markets. These measures may be unilaterally adopted by a TO

member under certain conditions (defined in Article I of  the GATT, the

Anti-Dumping  Agreement,  and  Articles  10  to  2  of  the  Agreement  on

Subsidies and ountervailing Duties or ). 

or  both  countervailing  and  antidumping  duties,  the   unfolds  as

follows  

■ A petition from a domestic industry is filed with the relevant authorities of

the State or an ex o icio investigation is initiated by them

■ The case is decided according to the relevant procedure established by the

State  

■ This procedure is intended to assess whether the conditions are met for the

adoption of  counter ailin  duties (three conditions  (i) imports of  subsidized

goods,  (ii)  material  in ury  or  threat  thereof  to  the  domestic  industry

producing like products , (iii) causality between subsidized imports and the
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in ury)  or  antidu in  duties  (three  conditions  (i)  existence of  dumping ,

namely if  the export price  of a product is lower than the normal price  of

that product in the domestic market of the producer, (ii) material in ury  or

threat  thereof  to  the  domestic  industry  producing  like  products ,  (iii)

causality between the dumping and the in ury)  and 

■ The  adoption  of  countervailing  or  antidumping  duties  to  offset  the

anticompetitive effects of subsidization or dumping. 

The adoption of  countervailing and antidumping duties is a   

 . In the context of  green industrial policy, several

States and groups, including the United States, the EU, hina and India,

have adopted such measures to protect their green industries from foreign

producers, particularly in the renewable energy sector (i.e. solar but also bio-

fuels and wind), which is par-

ticularly  important  from  both

an  environmental  and  a  stra-

tegic  perspective.  It  must  be

emphasised,  however,  that

trade  remedies  are  reactive

measures rather than pro-active

policies  because  they  respond

to  anti-competitive  practices

abroad.  They provide  a  faster

(and  unilateral)  alternative  to

multilateral  dispute  settlement

before  the  TO Dispute  Set-

tlement  ody,  which  takes

more  time  and  does  not

provide  retrospective  damages

(i.e. does not address the dam-

age suffered by the  complain-

ant s industry while the dispute

settlement process unfolds). 

It should be further noted that trade remedies may be sub ect to abuse, for

example when the duties imposed on foreign products more than offset the

unfair advantage or, in other words, when rather than levelling the playing

field they distort it  in favour of  domestic producers. Moreover, the use of

trade remedies in one State  may lead other States to do the same. Some

commentators have pointed to the trade restrictive effects resulting from the

application of excessively high and punitive duties in the clean energy sector

in recent years (UN TAD (201 )). To illustrate this tool, section .  of this

chapter discusses specific examples of measures adopted in a green industrial

policy context and their repercussions.

he ado tion of

countervai in  and

antidumpin  duties is

re uent and ides read  

In the conte t of reen

industria  po icy  severa

tates and roups  

inc udin  the United tates

the EU  hina and India

have adopted such

measures
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  ort duties

So far, the options discussed have focused on measures imposed on imported

goods. Green industrial policy can also be pursued through the adoption of a

variety of  measures on goods exported from a country. Such instruments

offer  an  avenue  to        

arising  from  accession  to  the  TO  or  from  bilateral regional  trade

liberalisation,  including  specifically  in  the  green  sector.  Domestic  green

industries in  the downstream sectors  (manufacturing) facing more foreign

competition can thus be promoted by making some of  the inputs from the

upstream sectors (raw materials) that they use cheaper. This approach can be

part  of  a  green  industrial  policy  strategy  if  it  aims  not  only  to  protect

domestic industries but also to genuinely protect the environment from the

pollution generated by the overproduction of certain raw materials. 

The  main  example  is  provided  by  ,  which  has  imposed  export

restrictions (a combination of duties on exports and quantitative restrictions)

on certain  raw materials (e.g.  bauxite  to  produce  aluminium or  fluorspar

used to obtain hydrogen fluoride) and rare earths (e.g. lanthanum used in

electric car batteries). These measures pursue several ob ectives. One of them

is  the          

. In other countries, such materials are imported from hina rather

than locally produced precisely because their production is very polluting.

Another ob ective is to promote productivity and growth in different ways,

such as by boosting the competitiveness of domestic industries that use these

raw materials as an input, creating an incentive for foreign producers who

rely  on  these  materials  to  relocate  to  hina  to  reduce  their  exposure  to

supply restrictions, and generating tax income from domestic industries that

can be used to offset  the environmental  effects of  mining such materials.

Although the environmental footprint of these extractive industries could be

reduced  by measures  that  are  less  trade  restrictive (e.g.  the  regulation  of

production), such an alternative approach may not allow hina to target all

these ob ectives at the same time. Thus, the rationale underlying the use of

export restrictions is a combination of environmental and economic benefits.
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o   he hina  a  ateria s  and hina  are Earths  ru in s

In 2  hina announced the reduction of e ports of rare earths and adopted three
types of e port restrictions  (i) e port duties  (ii) an e port uota  and (iii) tradin  ri hts
restrictin  the enterprises authorised to e port rare earths  his ed the U  oined y
severa  other tates  to rin  a c aim a ainst hina efore the O ( hina  are Earths
)  In its defence  hina ar ued that the measures ere ustified y environmenta  reasons
under  GA  Artic e   ( )  and  ( )  respective y  In  its  prior  ru in  in  hina   a

ateria s  the O Appe ate ody had found that hina cou d not re y on the enera
e ception c ause of Artic e  of the GA  to ustify a vio ation of para raph  of its
Protoco  of Accession to the O ( hich ans e port duties)  In hina  are Earths  the
Appe ate ody confirmed this findin  re atin  to e port duties  As for the e port uota
and tradin  ri hts  a thou h Artic e  cou d e invo ed  its conditions ere not met

hi e hina ar ued for its ri ht to re u ate for environmenta  purposes  the Appe ate
ody ru ed that hina cou d have re ied on other non discriminatory measures to do so

there y conc udin  that the e port restrictions imposed y hina ere un a fu

ource  a ner (2 )

As  with  other  instruments,  specific  design  matters  greatly  for  export

restrictions to be consistent with international trade law. ox  discusses two

cases brought before the TO Dispute Settlement ody to challenge hina s

export restrictions on raw materials and rare earths. In both cases, hina was

found to have violated its    ,  but  because of

specific commitments incorporated in the Protocol through which it acceded

to the TO, which specifically limited hina s ability to set export duties

and trading rights (which must be distinguished from export quotas, which

are generally banned). Export restrictions are less frequently used than other

border  measures  or  support  schemes  (see  hapter  )  for  green  industrial

policy, but  their  ability  to  offset  some  of  the  pressure  arising  from tariff

reduction may be significant, particularly if  trade in environmental goods is

increasingly  liberalised.  In  order  to  ensure  that  these  measures  yield

environmental  and  socio-economic  benefits,  export  restrictions  must  be

carefully assessed on a case-by-case basis and in the light of other available –

and less trade restrictive – options. The tools that can be used to conduct

such assessment have been mentioned in hapter 1.
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  -

  oordinated reen industrial olicies  t e P s 
e erience

To  boost  trade  in  environmental  goods  among  their  group  of  trading

partners, in  November  2011 the  21  leaders  of  the  Asia-Pacific  Economic

ooperation  (APE )  pledged  to  voluntarily  reduce  tariffs  for  a  list  of

selected environmental goods to  per cent or less by the end of  201 . In

2012, APE  States subsequently endorsed the APE  List of  Environment

Goods .  Trade  negotiations  are  usually  conducted  on  the  basis  of  the

armonized ommodity Description and oding System ( ).  owever,

these  are  only  harmonised  internationally  up  to  the  six-digit  subheading

level,  which  is  much  broader  than  environmental  goods  categories.  The

APE  agreement lists  product categories (that is  S subheadings). To

accurately  define  environmental  goods,  the  APE  list  further  specifies

environmental goods within the S subheading as so-called called ex-outs ,

which are identified taking into account additional  product specifications.

Implementation of  tariff  reductions takes place at  the level  of  tariff  lines

(TLs) in national tariff  schedules. National TLs are not harmonised on an

international level and are therefore not part of  the negotiations. ountries

may  thus  choose  different  approaches  to  implementing  tariff  reductions

depending on the structure of their national tariff schedules. 

hile the APE  deal only requires implementation of  tariff  lines (TLs) in

line  with  the  specified  ex-out  descriptions,  countries  may  adopt  a

armonised System ( S) codes approach covering all national TLs that fall

into a given S category, as chosen by runei Darussalam and hile. Most

APE  economies however adopted an approach whereby, for each of the 

S subheadings and ex-outs, they identified the corresponding TLs in their

national tariff schedules. Implementation plans mark these TLs with a yes ,

whereas action is required for a TL with an above-  per cent most-favoured-

nation-applied tariff  rate. A challenge for implementation is that most TL

descriptions in  national  tariff  structures  are still  (much)  broader  than the

specified  ex-outs  defined  in  the  agreement.  This  will  generally  lead  to  a

higher volume of  trade being liberalized than the agreement calls for. One

option to get around this, which is transparent but costly, is to create new

TLs  that  describe  ex-outs  more  accurately,  as  Mexico  has  done.  Tariff

reductions may also be implemented for parts of existing TLs, corresponding

to ex-outs, as seen as part of the APE  experience with orea and hina. 

This section is based on oseenaar,  educin  I ort Tari s or n iron ental Goods: T e AP

x erience (I TSD, 201 ).
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ithin the three-year implementation period from 2012 to 201 , most APE

members reduced their above-  per cent most-favoured-nation-applied tariffs

for  goods  covered  by  the  agreement  in  a  reasonably  specific  and

environmentally credible manner. The APE  experience indicates that tariff-

cutting pledges for environmental goods involving a larger group of  TO

members can be successful. This may also be attributable to the voluntary

and non-binding nature of agreement, as well as to an ambitious yet realistic

target of cutting tariffs to  per cent or less, rather than aiming at total tariff

elimination. 

  T  consistency o  car on e uali ation easures

This  section  discusses  key  TO provisions  that  apply  to  border  carbon

equalization measures, notably (a) border tax ad ustment ( TA) measures,

and  (b)  border-trade  ad ustment  measures  linked  to  emissions  trading

schemes. As already noted in section 2, to be found consistent with TO

provisions, a policy measure must be in accordance with the TO principles

of  non-discrimination between like products , i.e. the most-favoured-nation

(M N) obligation under GATT Article I 1 and national treatment, Art. III.

A border tax ad ustment measure will most likely be considered a taxation

measure  under  GATT  Article  III 2,  while  a  border  ad ustment  measure

linked to an emissions trading scheme is more likely to be considered as a

law, regulation or  requirement  under  GATT Article  III .  In  order  to  be

found consistent with GATT Article III, the exact amount of a border charge

or tax becomes particularly relevant. A border tax ad ustment measure may

be consistent with Article III 2 if  it  is equivalent to the additional  charge

imposed on domestic products (as compared to the conditions prevailing in

the foreign country producing competing products). urthermore, in order to

be in line with GATT Article III  and Articles 2.1 and 2.2 of the Agreement

on  Technical  arriers  to  Trade,  the  regulation  must  not  be  more  trade

restrictive than necessary to reach the required ob ectives. 

If  a measure is found to be inconsistent with the GATT, it may be ustified

under the exceptions set out in Article , notably Article  letters (b) and

(g). Article  gives particular relevance to a State s rationale for adopting a

border  equalization  measure.  Article   (b)  covers  measures  that  are

necessary  to protect human, animal and plant life, while letter (g) refers to

measures that relate to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources . A

State must establish whether a measure (i) falls into one of  the exceptions

This section is based on . Sindico, National measures and TO consistency  border measures

and  other  instruments  to  prevent  carbon  leakage  and  level  the  carbon  playing  field ,  in  .

arlarne, R. Tarasofsky, and . Gray (eds.), T e x ord and oo  o  International li ate an e

a  (Oxford University  Press, 201 ),  pp. 1 - 2,  and S. harnovitz,  Border  tax  e uali ation

(Draft Paper Prepared for the onference on hallenges September 2 , 201 ).
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under Article  and (ii) whether the measure has the requisite degree of

connection or relationship between the measure under appraisal and the state

interest or policy sought to be promoted or realized . Measures aimed at

addressing  carbon  leakage  will  likely  fall  under  the  policy  ob ectives  of

Article   letters  (b)  and  (g),  respectively. A national  measure  aimed at

promoting energy security may be covered if  the link between the measure

and climate change mitigation can be demonstrated. If the measure is found

to contribute less to mitigating climate change and more to protecting local

industry, it may be more difficult to ustify under Article  exceptions. 

Measures also need to be consistent with the chapeau  of Article , stating

that a measure may not to be applied in a manner which would constitute a

means of  arbitrary or un ustifiable discrimination between countries where

the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade .

Measures  that  covertly  attempt  to  assist  domestic  producers  may  be

interpreted as disguised restrictions on international trade as set out on the

chapeau. Also, whether a measure constitutes an arbitrary or un ustifiable

discrimination will depend on how the measure is applied (although this has

been debated, see artels (201 )). As noted by the TO Appellate ody, this

can  be  most  often  discerned  from  the  design,  the  architecture,  and  the

revealing structure of am measure . 

  T e use o  trade re edies in solar  io uels and ind 
sectors  

Trade  remedies  are  implemented  by  national  authorities,  without  prior

consent from the TO. If they are consistent with TO law, they will not

be overturned in a subsequent TO dispute settlement process. TO rules

allow for duties to be imposed at the border for goods that are deemed to be

dumped  (i.e. sold too cheaply) and cause in uries to producers of competing

products  in the importing  country. TO law also  allows States to  adopt

countervailing duties to offset the effect of subsidies given by another State to

its exporters, if  such subsidies cause in ury to the industry of the importing

country. Such trade remedy measures may remain in place for a maximum

of five years unless extended by an expiry review. 

Members of  the TO report a rising number of  anti-dumping duties and

countervailing measures initiated in the area of  renewable energy over the

past years, especially for solar technology. The EU, hina and the US are still

the main users of trade remedies in the clean energy markets. Australia has

Appellate ody Report, US Gasoline, p. 1 .

Appellate ody Reports, apan-Alcohol everages II, p.2 , E -Seal Products, para . 0 .

7 This section is based on ampel, tions or isci linin  t e se o  Trade e edies in lean ner y

Tec nolo ies (I TSD, 2017).
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also become a ma or user of  trade remedies in recent years, together with

anada, India and Peru. It is estimated that for the period 200  to 2012,

trade remedies affected some US 2 billion worth of trade in lean Energy

Technologies ( ETs). In the clean energy sector,  trade remedy cases have

been  reported  to  the  TO for  the  period  of  200  to  201 ,  of  these  17

countervailing  measures  and  2  anti-dumping  initiations.  Almost  half  of

these cases related to solar technology (21 cases), while 1  related to biofuels,

and  targeted wind energy. On average, the duty imposed was 2 .  per cent,

but this number hides significant fluctuation. or example, Peru introduced a

2  per cent anti-dumping duty and a 22 per cent countervailing duty against

the  US  on  biodiesel,  totalling  an  overall  duty  of   per  cent.  Another

example is the .  per cent antidumping duty imposed by the United States

against ietnam on utility scale wind towers in 2012. 

Some studies have pointed to the trade restrictive effects of the application of

excessively high and punitive trade remedy duties in the clean energy sector

in recent years (UN TAD (201 )). This has also triggered momentum for

retaliatory patterns of use of these measures in the clean energy technology

space. This occurred, for example, in the case of the US countervailing duties

targeting  hina  between  2007  and  2012.  hina  challenged  several  such

duties and took the case to the TO. In 201 , the TO Appellate ody

found US duties inconsistent with TO law. hina then, in 201 , went back

to the TO to request  consultations concerning the failure of  the US to

implement recommendations and rulings. The dispute is still on-going.

ased upon list of trade remedy cases collected by UN TAD for the period 200 -201 .
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